
December 16, 1983.

Dear Board Member;

Please find enclosed the minutes of the last several Board meetings.
The next Board meeting will be held Saturday, January 7th at Ron 
Shuebrook's house, (1224 Robie St., 423-5981), starting at 10 a.m.
This meeting was called for the purpose of brain-storming on the 
future plans and directions of the Gallery. Specific projects may 
also be discussed. The Gallery is eligible for several grants that 
it is not currently taking advantage of; i.e, Cananda Council 
Special Projects grants, Exploration grants. The provincial gov't 
has been approached about several projects: publication of an Eye Level 
prospectus, D.O.C. computer application, Summer employee, ANNPAC Annual 
General Meeting in Halifax. Allison expressed interest in supporting 
the Gallery. Eye Level is awaiting word on its Canada Works application 
which is expected to come in early January. Research is currently being 
done for an application to the Department of Communication and the 
Component II of the Special Program of Cultural Initiatives. This would 
assist the Gallery in obtaining a computer.

Also enclosed you will find a schedule of programming for January to 
May, 1984 as decided at the last programming meeting. It is being 
proposed that for the ANNPAC A.G.M. there be an exhibition of work 
by artists dealing with technology and that such an exhibition take 
place in part in Eye Level. The Gallery has also received proposals 
from several individuals as w e l l . These proposals are available at 
the Gallery for review and include:
Ron MacRae - photo- graphic works from Toronto
M. Bertrand - large scale performance work from Montreal
Durrell Beck - photographs - personal, narrative - Cape Breton
Jennifer Garrett - paintings from the Sudan
Collette Urban - Victoria an installation
Art Fisher - N.S. sculptural installation.

David MacWilliam - paintings , Vancouver.
A financial report will be available in the New Year. Eye Level recently 
received $1540.oo for music programming from the Music Section of the 
Canada Council. I am requesting the third and final disbursement of the 
1983-84 grant be delivered as early as possible in January. There doesnot 
seem to be any cash flow problems apparent at the moment.
It has been suggested that Eye Level host a meeting open to the community 
dealing with grant-writing and applications, I think that this could 
be a good idea and one that would be of use to many people. This could 
take place in January or February and would be easy to organize.
Over the holidays it is hoped that the Gallery will undergo a clean-up 
and re-painting. It would be greatly appreciated if members could 
contribute a litte time to help out. Work will be going on Dec. 19, 20, 
21st and January 5, 6. Information and arrangements can be made by 
calling the Gallery. Keys are available for those who wish to work to 
their own schedule.

Hope every-one has a good holiday. I will be away from Dec. 21 to Jan.4 
See you next year.

David.


